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PHATJUICE was established in
2014 with a determination to
create top-notch e-juice and
distribute it to passionate vapers
alike. Using only the finest
ingredients, we strive to ensure
only quality mouth-watering
e-juice are catered to you. Started
with Mango Magik & Graple
e-juice, Phatjuice continue to
expand its wings nationwide. And
now, it has gone GLOBAL.
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Phatjuice
Malaysia

slush series

Blue
slush

Graple

Red
slush

Gold
magik
A gourmet blend e-juice
recreating the classic
orange cream flavor that
gives you a succulent
citrus and creamy
blended to satisfy your
vape experience.

Mango
tea

Grape twisted with crisp
apple, great pairing for
your icy freshness all
day vape. Fully
recommended.

Red Slush is a sweet
guava juicy flavor with
tropical fruits cooling
that’s not too
overpowering and not
too heavy. This e-juice
will leave you
mouthwatering and
wanting more.

A perfect combination of
strawberry and honeydew
with hints of cooling to
give you the refreshing
daily vape experience.

TEA series

Mango
magik

A tantalizing strawberry
pie crust magic potion
produces a sweet, rich
and thick fresh
strawberry with a
humble note of pie on
the exhale. Experience
the magical touch.

Sweet mango with a hint
of blackcurrant topped
with menthol for a
refreshing taste. A great
all day vape choice.

ApplePear
tea

Our mango tea blend
combines the citrusy quality
of fine tea with the flavor
of perfectly ripened
mangoes. Juicy colada
finish with great aromatics
and candy sweetness.

Redmagik

BLEZZY JAM series

The english orchard in summer
brims with life, green on the
trees, bird chirping, sun glimpsing
through and ripe, juicy apples and
pears hanging from the branches.
a classic english blend just as
you would expect; with real apple
pieces and sweet pear flavor with
cooling at the end, this charming
blend is truly extremely
scrumptious.

short fi

Blueberry
jam

Another line up of Phatjuice
Blezzy Jam series that is
going to blow your mind
away. A cleverly blend of
apple jam toast that’s going
to make your breakfast last
all day long.

The tangy taste of Blezzy
Blueberry Jam toast never
get closer to the real toast
you have for breakfast.
never leave home without
this flavor in your atomizer.
It’s going to be your next
All-Day-Vape choice.

Raspberry
tea

Blackcurrant
tea

Raspberry
jam

A blend of crisp tea with sweetly
tart red raspberry flavour with
cooling finish. Very candy-like
aroma, delicately tangy and
jammy raspberry flavor. Rounded
texture, balanced astringency and
sweet with colada finish. This
fun, juicy vape is tangy without
getting too “Cheeky”.

A classic tea combination
of full, tangy premium tea
flavored with jammy,
aromatic, blackcurrent.
Smooth deeply fruity with
a ripe juiciness with
colada finish.

Want a different taste of
toast? Get BleZzy
Raspberry Jam.
It is so tasty, flavourful
and satisfying... You will
want for more. It’s simply
amazing!
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Apple
jam

Strawberry
jam
Packed with mouth-watering
taste that will satisfy your
taste buds. The sensation of
strawberry jam toast is an
ultimate taste booster that
will bring your vaping
experience into next level.
Try it today!
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